
WELCOME
We can’t wait to find out more about your mission and how we 
can make a difference for your learners, teachers or business 
goals.
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Tech Training Nonprofits, VAS for Telcos, On-boarding Pipeline for 
Bootcamps, Awareness Initiative for Provinces, Youth-focused AgenciesImpact

WHO WE WORK WITH
Established educational organizations and enterprises, in three 
categories, who seek a streamlined solution and reliable partner 
to expand their offering, increase capacity or reach.

Districts, Provincial Edu Authorities, Private School Networks, Edu 
Publishers, Edu Sales Companies, In-school TrainingSchools

Coding Tutor Companies, STEM Franchises, After-school 
Learning Networks, Online Cohort LearningProfits
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A mobile-friendly learner and trainer eco-system that can 
auto-generate Tribes*, profiles, regions, competitions* & certificates.Impact

WHAT WE DO
Provide ubiquitous, easy-to-use and implement text-based 
coding tools to help you scale - With any device, in any 
environment.

Fun and simple teacher tools, used as once-off lessons or immersive 
courses, with optional drilldown reports from learner up to district.Schools

Building entry-level self-learning, while allowing your 
custom content and facilitators to drive accelerated 

learning.

Profits
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Enable our collaborative suite, to allow peer-to-peer learning, 
volunteering and mentoring right out of the box.Impact

OUR USP
Versatility. Nobody loves a rigid platform, especially in education 
- The power to add, share and build custom content or brands 
within the system reflects this.

The real-time class code viewer* allows you, the teacher to know 
exactly what team or learner to focus on at each part of the lesson.Schools

Full or partial whitelabel enhances your brand’s experience 
and drives partnership opportunities.Profits
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First conceptualized in the challenging educational environment in 
Southern Africa, our brand has grown through helping you think big.Impact

WHY WORK WITH US
Backed by leaders in field and a 18 key partnerships* globally, 
we are passionate to see you succeed in your ambitious 
learning goals. 

Affordability is often a deal-breaker in large-scale rollouts, the larger 
your scope the more attractive our offering.Schools

If on-boarding, mentoring at scale or reaching new markets 
is holding you back, give us a call.Profits
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GET IN TOUCH
If you are looking for a demo to your client-base or a pilot for 
“Proof of Concept”, let us know your timeline and key 
requirements.

Let’s do great things!
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Jonathan Novotny
CO-FOUNDER & SALES DIRECTOR

Jon D. Novotny

hello@codetribe.com

LinkedIn

Calendly

mailto:hello@codetribe.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathannovotny/
https://calendly.com/jonathan-code/quick-call

